Windows 8.1 Update 1:

Here's what to expect from Windows 8.1 Update 1.
Another build of Windows 8.1 Update 1 leaked online last week. What is Microsoft working on,
and what does it mean for future Windows products? Here's what we know so far.

1. What's the goal of Update 1? Windows 8.1 introduced a number of enhancements, including
a boot-to-desktop mode, that makes the touch-oriented OS friendlier to PC users.

2. What new features can I expect? Recent Update 1 builds allow users to pin Modern apps to
the desktop's taskbar. If you spend most of your time running legacy applications but also enjoy
a few Modern apps, this tweak will let you launch Windows Store titles without jumping to the
tiled Start screen. Once opened, Modern apps automatically display on the taskbar.

Unlike legacy programs, the apps themselves still open in full-screen mode, which blocks out the
taskbar and other desktop elements. That said, Update 1 apps feature a title bar at the top of the
screen that includes many cues familiar to desktop users, including "Minimize" and "Close"
buttons in the right corner, and a menu of options in the left corner.

The title bar is one of several features ostensibly designed to make Modern apps easier to control
with a mouse.

Other mouse-oriented features include new context menus for Modern UI Live Tiles. Currently,
if a user right-clicks on a Live Tile, the control options appear at the bottom of the screen. That's
fine if you have a touchscreen tablet. But if you're using a mouse and PC, it's awkward and
inconvenient to have to click one spot to activate the controls, and somewhere else to use them.
Update 1 fixes this problem by treating Live Tiles more like desktop apps; if you right-click on a
tile or group of tiles, the controls appear in a menu that hovers over the selection.

Windows 8.1 Update 1 will allegedly make Live Tiles more palatable to mouse-and-keyboard
users.
Update 1 also places a search tool on the Start screen, meaning mouse users have another way to
submit a query without tediously accessing the hidden Charms menu. Other additions include a
tool that tracks how much disk space is being used by apps, media and files, and the Recycle
Bin. Windows 8.1 features a similar feature that only monitors apps.

The update also includes an Enterprise Mode for Internet Explorer 11. It appears to address
website compatibility problems, but leaked builds haven't revealed many details.

Reports conflict as to whether Update 1 will enable the OS's boot-to-desktop mode by default, as
originally thought. Recent rumors have shifted to a more likely scenario: Update 1 will
automatically recognize the underlying hardware, booting to the desktop on non-touch PCs, and
to the Start Screen on tactile-equipped devices.

3. That sounds good for people with old PCs, but I use a Windows tablet. What's in it for
me? True, Update 1's most visible alterations target disenchanted desktop users -- but anyone
who regularly moves between Windows 8's two UIs could benefit from greater cohesion.

That said, Update 1 is thought to include a number of behind-the-scenes enhancements that will
further unify the code beneath Microsoft's various platforms. In theory, this should enable
developers to create applications that can be deployed throughout the entire Windows ecosystem
with minimal tweaking.

The takeaway for Windows tablet users? If Microsoft motivates developers, you'll get better and
more abundant apps.

4. When is Update 1 coming? According to a report this week by ZDnet's Mary Jo Foley,
Update 1 will arrive in April. A March release date has previously popped up in rumors. Build,
Microsoft's conference for developers, is in April.

5. Didn't Windows 8.1 just come out last fall? Why is a new update coming already? There
are two ways to look at this.

On the one hand, Microsoft has abandoned its old Windows development model, in which major
changes were deployed every two years in massive chunks. Now, small updates arrive on a
continual basis, and even large changes, such as Update 1 appears to be, can be pushed out
between major product revisons. New Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella has championed this sort of
rapid release cadence throughout his career, making it a staple of his enterprise and cloud teams.
Update 1 was in the works long before Nadella got the job -- but with the 22-year Microsoft
veteran now at the helm, customers can probably expect more of his preferred cadence.

6. Is Update 1 the equivalent of Windows 9? It doesn't appear to be. Microsoft tippers have
reportedly said Windows 9 will arrive in April 2015. The new OS will allegedly complete some
of the desktop-Modern integrations begun in Windows 8.1. Notably, it is expected to allow
Modern apps to run not only in full-screen mode, as they do now, but also in windows on the
desktop, just like legacy apps. Windows 9 is also expected to reintegrate Windows 7's Start
menu.

7. What does this mean for the future of Windows? In many ways, Update 1 and Windows 9
appear to represent a retreat from Microsoft's original Windows 8 goals: popularizing convergent
devices; encouraging PC users to embrace touch gestures; and so on.

Even so, Microsoft doesn't seem intent on abandoning so much as repositioning the Modern UI.

Windows devices, particularly tablets, will have to provide the best integrated experience to
remain relevant. If iPad and Android tablets support native versions of Office, Skype, OneDrive,
Outlook, and other Microsoft properties, Windows slates will only add value if they package
everything better than the competition.

